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CliffordJ. Shultz II and MorrisB. Holbrook
The authorscontend that solutions to the mostpressing environmentalchallenges will result
from understandingand solving social traps such as the commons dilemma. Theypropose a
synthesisfor analysis and action to suggest that marketing'sstakeholderscan cooperate to
contributesolutions and ultimatelydevelop programs that help ameliorate the tragedy of
the commons.

will be one of the greatest chalEnvironmentalism
lenges in the twenty-firstcentury.The effect of marketing activities on environmentpreservationtherefore matters increasingly to many marketers,consumers,
and marketing policy scholars (e.g., Ellen, Wiener, and
Cobb-Walgren1991; Granzinand Olsen 1991; Milne, Iyer,
and Gooding-Williams 1996; Pickett, Kangun, and Grove
1993; Pieters et al. 1998; Pilling, Crosby, and Ellen 1991;
Schwepkerand Cornwell 1991). Marketingenterpriseshave
discovered that ecological issues often can provide a source
of competitive advantage (e.g., Gifford 1997). Thus, businesses now focus on the problem of sustainablegrowth or
development (e.g., Elkington 1994; Hart 1997; Ruckelshaus
1989), whereas marketers aspire to ecological (e.g., Fisk
1974), environmental (e.g., Polonsky and Mintu-Wimsatt
1995), green (e.g., Ottman 1993; Wasik 1996), or, more
recently, enviropreneurial(e.g., Hartmanand Stafford1998;
Menon and Menon 1997; Varadarajan1992) marketing.
But, when we consider the plethoraof strategies,products,
and advertising campaigns that purportto be "green,"we
cannot help but wonder how many of these truly work
towardenvironmentalprotection(cf. Beder 1997; Gray-Lee,
Scammon, and Mayer 1994; Kangun, Carlson, and Grove
1991; Kilbourne 1995). Even when well-intentioned,these
ecologically oriented green efforts and activities may be
misguided. Worse, they sometimes may representcynical
marketing tactics such as "greenwashing"-deceptive
claims to cover up assaults on the environment-that would
benefit from modification or termination(cf. Stauber and
Rampton 1995, p. 125).
In short, "it's not easy bein' green" (e.g., Judge 1997);
marketersand consumers face the challenge of determining
which activities are truly green enough to serve the longterm best interests of the environmentand its inhabitants.
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But resolving these problems requires fresh thinking (cf.
Daly 1996; Hart 1997; Kilbourne,McDonagh, and Prothero
1997; Nill and Shultz 1997; Shabecoff 1993; Thompson
1987). Towardthis end, one importantset of issues concerns
the extent to which business activities, marketingplans, and
consumer productsare commons-friendly,that is, the extent
to which they work towardsustainingcommonly sharednatural resources.
More than 30 years ago, in "The Tragedy of the Commons," GarrettHardin(1968) argued that the world's most
compelling problem was selfish exploitation of the planet's
scarce resources. Hardin'sargumentsinspireda generation
of social scientists to examine various forms of commons
dilemmas. Although the empirical findings from many of
these studies were enlightening,they did not succeed in halting-much less reversing-the assault on our common
resources,which continuesat an acceleratingpace. We submit that, in the interest of human survival, marketersmust
take a more proactive role in the management of shared
resources by involving multiple stakeholdersin their decision making and seeking competitive advantages through
legitimate green marketing, that is, through commonsfriendly marketing.Accordingly, in this article, we examine
the commons dilemma as a topic of interest to marketing
strategists, policymakers or analysts, and consumers.
Specifically, we discuss the logic behind the commons
dilemma, we review relevantperspectives from other disciplines, we propose a synthesis for analysis and action, and
we proposepotentialroles for marketingin the resolutionof
such conflicts. In this, we hope to inspire furtherresearch
and encourage professional efforts toward the creation of
marketingsolutions to the commons dilemma.

The CommonsDilemma,Revisited
In general,the "commonsdilemma"refersto a phenomenon
in which the members of a social group face choices in
which selfish, individualistic, or uncooperative decisions,
though seeming more rationalby virtueof short-termbenefits to separateplayers, produceundesirablelong-termconsequences for the groupas a whole. The problemhas baffled
humanityfor centuries(cf. Aristotle [340- BC] 1976; Lloyd
1833); obvious currentexamples include the overconsumption of waterin aridclimates, the unwise harvestingof trees
to meet the demands of lumber and paper markets, or the
noise- and pollution-causing use of cars. Here and else-
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where, individuals in most societies achieve short-term
gains from consuming as much, polluting as extensively,
and having as many childrenas possible; but societies, over
time, sufferas a result(Dawes 1976). Furthermoreand ironically, many of these problemshave arisen because of economic progress, that is, because the checks that prevailed
until the last 200 years or so have been destroyedby the bittersweet fruits of modern technology in general and by
gains in industrialproductionor medical care in particular
(Dawes 1980). In this context, an individualistic pursuit
imperils not only our common base of resources, but also
our very existence (Hardin 1968). Notice that this
intractablecommons dilemma reflects the combination of
circumstancesthat Rangan,Karim,and Sandberg(1996, p.
51) deem most "disadvantageous"and most likely to make
the finding of marketing-basedsolutions "difficult."Thus,
though plenty of adjacentsocial issues also merit consideration, we confine our attention to this most problematic
facet of social marketing.

A Synthesisof Social Science and
MarketingImplications
Building on the literaturein the social sciences and marketing, let us propose a synthesis for analysis of commonsrelatedproblemsas a guide to action encouragingtheir resolution. We first review the backgroundof attentionto the
commons problemin the social sciences and marketing.We
next provide a synthesis of commons-related issues and
indicate a set of themes to suggest one or more marketingoriented strategies for resolution. Each issue and strategy
then receives more detailed discussion in developing our
understandingof the variousthemes in the synthesis.

Backgroundin the SocialSciences:Externalities

and Social Traps

Economists have shown a keen interestin common property
and resourcemanagement(cf. Coase 1960; Galbraith1973;
Olson 1965; Sagoff 1988). Their work has assessed the
commons dilemma as involving externalities in the economic relations between people or time periods (e.g., Dasgupta 1982), often with the conclusion that common
resources are managed best throughvariances in prices (to
reflect the "true"costs of productusage) and/orby regulatory controls (such as taxation and/or usage laws). Meanwhile, behavioral scientists (cf. Dawes 1980; Edney 1980;
Messick and Brewer 1983) view the commons dilemmaas a
social trap, that is, as an arrangementof rewardsand punishments in which behaviorthatrewardsan individualin the
short-runimplies long-runpunishmentfor that and at least
one other individual (Cross and Guyer 1980; Platt 1973).
Note that Cross and Guyer (1980) and Messick and
Brewer (1983) make distinctions among various types of
social dilemmas. For example, in addition to social traps,
there exist social fences and individual traps. In social
fences, short-termaversive consequences deter people from
performing an act that would produce long-term positive
benefits to themselves and others. In individualtraps,a single personpursuesimmediategain, but with long-termdeleterious effects only for thatperson.The distinguishingcharacteristic of social dilemmas, including the commons
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dilemma, is immediate individual incentive to engage in
behavior that eventually will be harmfulto that person and
also to others (the largergroup or society) who rely on the
sharedcommons;thus, both group(collective) and temporal
(long-term)components are part-and-parcelconstituentsof
the commons dilemma (Messick and Brewer 1983). In the
context of the tragedyof the commons per se, Dawes (1980)
suggests that N participantsmust decide between D (defecting) and C (cooperating), where D(m) is the payoff to a
defector when m individualscooperate;C(m) is the payoff
to a cooperatorwhen m individualscooperate;and a social
dilemma implies that (1) D(m) > C(m + 1) and (2) C(N) >
D(0). In summary, the "tragedy"is that (1) the relevant
incentives work towardthe lower-payoffselfishness, yet (2)
all individualsin society or interdependentgroupsreceive a
lower payoff when acting selfishly than when cooperating.
Given the ubiquitouspositive and negativecomponentsin
each individual's socially relevant decisions, particular
interest attaches to the factors that potentially induce subjects to decide in favor of cooperativechoices amid powerful incentives to choose selfish or "defecting"alternatives.
The challenge confrontingmarketersis to devise and reconcile strategiesfor managingelements of the marketingmix
so as to influence behaviorin ways thathelp resolve various
commons dilemmas that have a deleterious effect on the
environmentand the various stakeholdersthat share it (cf.
Andreasen 1995, p. 141).

Backgroundin Marketing
Although marketingscholarshave examinedenvironmental
issues since the early 1970s (e.g., Anderson and Cunningham 1972; Fisk 1973; Kassarjian1971), the marketingliterature makes few explicit references to the commons
dilemma. Partialexceptions include work by Nason (1989),
Pieters (1991), Wiener and Doescher (1991, 1994), Wiener
(1993), Berger and Kanetkar(1995), Rangan, Karim, and
Sandberg(1996), and Pieters and colleagues (1998). Nason
(1989) suggests commons implicationsfor social marketing
as the summationof transactionsthat results in effects on
all. Pieters (1991) notes commons-relatedproblems when
discussing a waste-separationprogram; Pieters and colleagues (1998, p. 215) contend that environmentally
friendly consumer behavior is a "large-scale social
dilemma." Wiener and Doescher (1991, 1994) extend a
streamof researchon prosocialbehaviorand "selling brotherhood" (cf. Bloom and Novelli 1981; Ritchie and
McDougall 1985) to posit communicationand cooperation
as potentialstrategiesfor solving social dilemmas. Rangan,
Karim,and Sandberg(1996) addresswhat we call commons
problems as their fourth type of social cause and suggest
approaches more drastic than those recommended elsewhere. Thus, these studies open what has remaineda rather
small crack in the shutters through which marketershave
begun to view the commons dilemma.
More generally,the broaderthemes of socially conscious,
conservation-oriented,and green marketing have received
considerableattention,as have some of the underlyingfactors that might determineenvironmentalbehavior for individuals and families (e.g., Taylor and Todd 1995, pp.
192-93) and for companies (e.g., Drumwright 1994). The
propositionthatmarketingscholars and practitionersshould
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Table 1.

Synthesisof CommonsResolutionsand
Implicationsfor MarketingEngagement

Remedy

Implicationsfor MarketingEngagement

Regulation

Examples:cost/benefitincentivesthrough
taxes,fees, or prices
privatization,
alliances
Examples:partnerships,

Organization
Social
Example:inculcationof altruisticvalues
responsibility
Communication Examples:small-scalegroupdiscussion,
campaigns;
large-scaleeducational
multistakeholder
dialogue,negotiated
outcomes,andfeedbackthroughverification
measuresovertime
actively pursuesolutions to environmentalproblemsin general and to the commons dilemma in particularseems especially compelling when marketing and consumer cultures
are castigated so frequently for encouraging reckless
resourcedepletion (cf. Andersonand Challagalla1994; Kilbourne,McDonagh, and Prothero1997).
Reflecting such beliefs, the responsible or prosocial use
of marketingstrategy is a logical extension of the economics and psychology literatureon sharedresourcesand social
traps explored here. Indeed, prosocial marketing appears
well suited to provide solutions to some aspects of the commons dilemma (cf. Andreasen 1995; Nason and White
1981). In this connection, we believe that solutions may
emerge in at least four ways, as representedby the proposed
synthesis to which we now turn.

A Synthesisof CommonsResolutionsand
Implicationsfor MarketingEngagement
The elements of our proposedsynthesisof commons resolutions and implications for marketingengagementappearin
Table 1. These derive from a review and distillationof the
relevant literature.We believe they are fundamentalto an
analysis of factors related to commons-based issues and
action.In a sense, they
guides to potentialmarketing-oriented
might be considerednew thoughtsand strategiesfor an old
problem.Some solutionsdependon changesat the individual
level, whereas others arise from coordinated,organized, or
structuralchanges at the group, transgroup,or collective
level. Furthermore,some resolutionsfocus on how actions
affect individualorjoint selfish interestsin the shortrun,and
otherson how they influencecollective considerationsbased
on social welfare in the long run.Thus,Table 1 includesfour
key components:regulation,organization,social responsibility, and communication.Note thatthese distillatesshould be
viewed as partially overlappingthemes ratherthan as distinct, mutuallyexclusive categories.We review each theme,
with attentionto its developmentin the social sciences and its
prescriptiveimplicationsfor marketing.

Regulation
Some solutions to commons-relateddilemmas alter the pattern of self-oriented incentives that characterizesocial situations (Hardin and Baden 1977). Such micro-level, self-

oriented resolutions often hinge on regulatory measure(s)
imposed on users of the commons by an authority figure
interested in reducing depletion or misdirection of scarce
resources. This idea, an essential foundation for governmental intervention,is an old one (cf. Hobbes 1651; Locke
[1699] 1967). Similarly, Hardin (1968, p. 1243) suggests
abandoning laissez-faire mentality and implementing
"mutuallycoercive devices" to invoke cooperative choices
by means of taxes and laws typically associated with regulation. This solution presupposesthe establishmentof some
superordinateauthority to address the commons dilemma
but thereby raises a second age-old quandary:Who will
govern those who govern the commons?
Experimentalresults suggest that subjects prefer to elect
leaders to manage resources when they believe that others
harvest excessively (Messick et al. 1983). However, this
tendency appears to be stronger for (say) Dutch subjects
(Samuelson et al. 1986) than for Americans (Messick et al.
1983), which suggests that cultures differ on the issue of
when leadership intervention is desirable and thus helps
explain the diversity of political systems found throughout
the world.
Behavioralscientists have examined the effects of changing payoff contingencies. Not surprisingly,changing incentives to reward (punish) defection decreases (increases)
cooperativebehavior(e.g., Komorita,Sweeney, and Kravitz
1980). Also, subjects exercise self-restraint when such
restraint helps increase the overall size or quality of the
resource pool (e.g., Jorgensonand Papciak 1981).
Another solution to certain types of collective social
dilemmas involves the conversion of community-owned
resources into privately owned resources, the logic being
that private-propertyowners will have vested interests in
preservingtheir personal property(Dasgupta 1982). Experimental researchsuggests that when resources are held privately, they are harvestednearly optimally if harvestmanagement is publicly visible (e.g. Messick and McClelland
1983). This finding hints that informationsharing or communicationis integralto resourcemanagement(a theme we
develop subsequently)and suggests that privatizationalone
should not be considered a panacea for the commons
dilemma.
In contrast to privatization, taxation schemes or fee
schedules show some promise as ways to resolve commons
dilemmas. For example, taxes have helped control toxic
waste (cf. Tietenberg 1985). Also, usage fees can help discourage abuse of the commons by assigning costs when they
are incurred(cf. Cairncross1995).
With respect to specific marketing-based resolution
strategies,traditionalmanipulationsof the marketingmix, in
concert with prudentregulation,may abet commons preservation. It would be advantageousto study the effects of the
marketingmix on defecting or cooperativeconsumerbehavior. Many aspects of productdevelopment,distribution,and
pricingvitally affect the commons for betteror worse. These
areas of impact open opportunities for the resolution of
some commons dilemmas throughthe design of regulatory
strategies that affect such areas as productdesign, packaging, and pricingdecisions.
The differentialpricing of electricity during peak versus
off-peak hourswould be an obvious example. Price is a par-
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ticularly salient variableto many consumers when they are
making what they believe to be environmentally friendly
purchase decisions (e.g., Antil 1984). But the overarching
message of the price-relatedliteratureindicates that,though
many consumersgenerallyare willing to pay more for green
products,they are not willing to pay much more (cf. Berger
and Kanetkar 1995), perhaps due to the disbelief among
many consumers that green productsadd any real value to
self or environment.To overcome this disbelief, education
on the demandside must preparethe way for acceptanceof
commons-sensitiveofferings createdon the supply side (cf.
Simmons and Widmar1990).

Organization
By "organization,"we mean group cooperation or group
formation and incentives to create social structures or
change interpersonalboundariesfor the benefit of the commons. Such structuralchanges traditionallyhave been the
domain of politicians, economists, and political scientists.
Structuralchanges work throughmechanismsthatare likely
to affect self-oriented incentives throughoutthe group. For
example, one such structuraldeterminantinvolves group
size.
Fromone perspective,reducinggroupsize often can work
toward resolving the commons dilemma. Anecdotal evidence, lay observations,and experimentalfindings all suggest that incentives toward cooperation or self-constraint
tend to increaseas groupsize decreases(Komoritaand Lapworth 1982). The reasons for this phenomenon are unclear
and seem to be varied.Perhapspayoffs change as groupsize
increases (Bonacich et al. 1976); perhapsindividualscooperate only when others do but perceive large groups as harboring noncooperators;or perhaps individuals in larger
groups believe that their defecting decisions are less visible
or have less impact on group welfare (Messick 1973).
Whateverthe reason for the inverse relationshipbetween
cooperation and group size, a solution to ecological problems through population reduction does not appear imminently feasible. The populationpressureson our global commons are enormous and increasingrapidly, despite various
birth-control technologies and intervention policies (cf.
Bartlett 1994; Keyfitz 1994).
More feasible strategies may involve approaches that
actually increasegroupsize but with an emphasis on the collective pursuit of self-interest. This strategy might be
viewed as a change in the way firms and groups organize,
the way in which they structure,cooperate,and form boundaries and alliances (cf. Cairncross 1992; Milne, Iyer, and
Gooding-Williams 1996). For example, Merck & Co. cooperated with the government of Costa Rica, whereby that
country received US$1 million and a percentageof profits
by setting aside one-quarterof its rain forest as a reserve
area to be used for the prudentand responsibledevelopment
of biodiversity samples (Chichilnisky 1992). Environmentalists also have teamed with retailers and furnituremanufacturersto form buyers' groups that demand better forestmanagement practices, including independent verification
of those practices(Ipsen 1997). Most recently, environmentalists, state and federal governments,and the Pacific Lumber Companycollaboratedto preserve 10,000 acres of redwood forest (Christensen 1999). Some environmentalists
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might argue that optimal commons-preservingscenarios in
each of these cases would have prohibited any access or
exploitationof forests. We take the position thatnegotiation,
compromise, and, ideally, win-win outcomes for multiple
stakeholders are expedient; similarly, we believe that, in
most cases, incremental rather than extreme measures of
protectionare less likely to alienate corporatestakeholders
and consequently more likely to lead to the longer-term
desirableoutcome of betterprotectingthe commons, which
is the goal advocatedby environmentalists.
Althoughmany of these organizationalefforts may begin
altruistically,none will be sustained or perhapseven considered desirablewithout a self-interestedfavorableimpact
on the corporate bottom line. Thus, such efforts have
entered a critical period in which greaternumbersof managers will need to recognize that the bottom line must "factor in" preservationof the commons as a preconditionfor
the firm's long-runsurvival and, therefore,as an ingredient
in long-termprofitability(e.g., Gifford 1997). To state the
case bluntly,net presentvalue suffers when discountedcash
flows lack long-termpotential.In this spirit, the emergence
of the EnvironmentalDefense Fund and subsequentcooperative efforts between corporations and environmentalists
hint at possible win-win scenarios between the profit
motive and responsiblecommons management.

SocialResponsibility.
Although we believe large-scale corporateinvolvement in
resolutionsto commons dilemmasmay requireprofitincentives, some people may choose to respond cooperatively
because of other-orientedconcerns that altruisticallyplace
the collective welfare above self-interest (cf. Schwartz
1977). Thus, Edney (1980) suggests that the crux of the
commons dilemma is not so much an issue of selfish gain
throughrationalityof choice as it is a conflict of humanvalues (cf. Granzinand Olsen 1991; Vining and Ebreo 1990).
Saemann(1992, p. 190) framesthe issue similarlyand urges
consumers to embrace the realities of social interdependence, namely, Gemeinschaftsgefiihl,or a sense of social
interest, community feeling, and humanistic identification
that fosters "oneness in interdependence"ratherthan "egocentric independence"from humanity. Thompson (1995)
has argued for the need to address contextual factors that
should influence appropriateand responsibledecision making when confronted with dilemmas. From these perspectives, we might conclude that educationcan teach members
of the commons about the natureof social dilemmasand the
need for social responsibility in individual actions. When
experimental treatmentgroups have been coached on the
long-termconsequences of their actions or instructedon the
moral obligation of selflessness, significant increases in
cooperativebehaviorhave occurred(e.g., Stern 1976). Furthermore, people tend to be more socially responsible in
their decision making when they recognize the importance
of the collective welfare and receive feedbackon the impact
of their choices (Sweeney 1973).
Brewer(1981) has suggested thatcooperativesolutionsto
collective social dilemmas may be facilitated by exploring
the constructive incentives that arise from social identity.
The sense of membership in a common group probably
enhances the individual's willingness to exercise personal
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restraintin the interest of collective welfare (Messick and
Brewer 1983). Conformity pressures seem to be higher in
more cohesive groups, and membersof an "in-group"tend
to perceive other members more favorably, particularlyin
terms of trustworthiness, honesty, and cooperativeness,
while perceiving themselves as part of some common fate
(Rabbie and Horwitz 1969).
But, despite the potentially powerful effects of social
responsibilityon individualdecision making, in the context
of environmental marketing issues, these effects may be
unpredictableand are affected by many factors and forces
(e.g., Olanderand Thogersen 1995). For example, loyalties
to groups and their social norms may shift (Messick and
Brewer 1983); altruism with regard to commons-friendly
behavior may be situation-specific (e.g., Hopper and
Nielsen 1991) or simply secondaryto internalizedpersonal
norms (Thogersen 1995). At bottom, as discussed previously, attemptsto solve social dilemmas may requireinstitutionalor structuralchanges thatsupportsuch efforts at the
group level.
In drawing on potential marketing-relatedresolutions,
such change could not occur withouttechnologicalprogress
(discussed subsequently) and profit incentives working
together. But more fundamentally,it cannot occur unless
consumers care increasingly, because of revisions in their
consumption-relatedneeds and wants, and unless people
believe that their commons-friendlybehavior will have an
impact (cf. Berger and Corbin 1992; Kinnear,Taylor, and
Ahmed 1974). To the benefit of the commons and ultimately
the human condition, there now exist segments of consumers that refuse to buy furnituremade from rain-forest
wood, cosmetics tested on animals,or food served in styrene
containers (e.g., Schwepker and Cornwell 1991; Wescott
1992). For some customer segments, offering commonsfriendly productsor emphasizingthis theme in a marketing
communication strategy has become a potential source of
competitiveadvantageor a viably uniqueselling proposition
(cf. Gross 1990), as was the case with the forest-preservation campaignby the World Wildlife Fund.
But, as indicated previously, applicationsof green orientations to consumption, marketing, and protection of the
commonly sharedenvironmentraise a host of issues awaiting resolution. Since the formalorganizationof green political movements in the Netherlandsand Germanyduringthe
mid-1970s, the term "green"has acquired so many meanings as to relinquish any claims to clarity (cf. Eckersley
1992). This confusion-coupled with cynical abuses by
some marketers and ensuing consumer skepticism-has
sparked efforts by governments and the private sector to
establish generally accepted standardsfor green claims (cf.
Gray-Lee, Scammon, and Mayer 1994). The FederalTrade
Commission (FTC) (Code of Federal Regulations 1994, p.
111) moved to curtail abuses of "environmentalmarketing
claims." These FTC guidelines addressthe prominenceand
clarity of qualifications and disclosures; distinctions
between productbenefits and packaging;and the veracityof
environmental marketing claims regarding, for example,
general environmental benefits, degradability, compostablility, recyclability, waste reduction,refillability,and
ozone friendliness. Simon (1992) argues persuasively that
no product should be considered green unless it meets the

following criteria:reducedraw materialcontent, high recycled content (e.g., aluminumcans); nonpollutingmanufacture with nontoxic materials(e.g., chlorofluorocarbons,deinking solvents); no unnecessary animal testing (e.g.,
cosmetics); no unfavorable impact on protected species
(e.g., dolphin-safe tuna); low energy consumption during
production, use, and disposal (e.g., efficient light bulbs);
minimal packaging (e.g., fast foods); reuse/refill of packages when possible (e.g., beverage or detergentcontainers);
long, useful life with updating capacity (e.g., office
machines); postconsumption collection/disassembly systems (e.g., automobiles); and remanufacturingcapability
(e.g., closed- or partial-loopreuse as in composting or nontoxic incineration)(cf. Samli 1998).
More succinctly, Ottman (1993, p. 49) defines green
productsas "typically durable,non-toxic, made from recycled materialsand minimally packaged"but, perhapsmore
important,also asserts that green is "a relative term describing those productswith less impacton the environmentthan
alternatives."Ottmanfurtherstates that regional conditions,
technological changes, attitude shifts, and regulatory
changes all determinewhat consumersdeem green products
and behavior. This relativistic orientationraises an important question: Is a product that assaults the environment
green simply because it replaces a productthat was an even
more egregious threat?
Such difficulties in determining green-ness are underscored by three examples. First, sales of Mobil's Hefty
garbage bags soared when first introduced because consumers believed that they decomposed over time; when it
laterturnedout thatthey only partiallydecomposed and thus
potentiallydid more harmthangood, sales plummeted.Second and more symptomatically, McDonald's decided to
eliminate styrenepackagingbecause customersdisapproved
of this material,even though styrene is actually more recyclable than the paper that replaced it (Kleiner 1991). Third
and even more insidiously, the consumption of products
generally accepted as green may help the environmentless
than easily available greener alternatives, such as when
paper towels made of recycled paper replace the option of
using a sponge (Ottman 1993, p. 54).
In short, truly green marketingdecisions must address a
broad and complex variety of externalities and interactive
systems that are associated with relevant assaults on the
commonly sharedenvironment(cf. Meade and Nason 1991;
Mundt 1993; Sinclair-Desgagn6and Gabel 1997). That is,
the effect of altruismand commons-friendlybehavior is as
much a function of systemic interdependenceas of social
interdependence. Consider the simple act of choosing
whether to drink a cup of coffee from a styrene, paper, or
porcelain cup. Conventionalgreen reasoning might recommend the porcelain cup. However, consumers also should
consider the amount of energy used by dishwashersand the
pollution caused by detergents.Quite possibly, if frequently
washed, the porcelain cup may consume more energy, pollute more water, and generally damage the environment
more extensively than would either styrene or paper (The
Economist 1992). Similarly, a pressing concern is the proclivity to focus on what we would call micro-greenactivities
instead of on macro-green or systemically commonsfriendly activities. Revisiting McDonald's as an illustration,
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the productionof beef protein (a staple of the McDonald's
menu) is intrinsically more damaging to the commonly
sharedresources of soil and fresh water than is the production of soy protein.To draw attentiononly to styrene versus
paper,ratherthanbeef versussoy protein,may placatemany
or most green-consciousconsumersbut not make significant
contributionstoward preservingthe commons (cf. Stauber
and Rampton 1995). Thus, it is incorrectto claim that any
organizationis unilaterallygreen, for all its actions, with
respect to all commonly shared resources, all the time. In
other words, we submit that we could find the "greenest"
company on Earth, but that, upon scrutiny, we would find
nongreenor commons-unfriendlyactivity in that company.
Therefore green-ness or commons friendliness is indeed a
relative term and must be measuredon several continuaand
with regard to each commons on which it has a direct or
indirectbearing.

Communication
Communication within a group increases the probability
that individuals will sacrifice their self-interest in favor of
other-orientedresource conservationat the collective level
(e.g., Hackett, Schlager, and Walker 1994). When groups
have the opportunityto discuss a dilemma in advance, individuals in those groups make significantly fewer defecting
choices than individuals who have engaged in no priordiscussion (Dawes, McTavish, and Shaklee 1977). However,
using a resource dilemma design that providedactual feedback about the behavior of others, Messick and colleagues
(1983) find that such feedbackcan have potentiallyconflicting effects on individualchoices. Learningthat other group
members are restrainingtheir harvest introducesnormative
pressuresto conform by behavingcooperatively;however, it
also may relieve some pressuretoward cooperation if one
person's choice appearsless essential to the collective welfare. Furthermore,when given informationthat other group
members are making selfish, defecting choices, individuals
tend to conform in favor of their self-interest.Thus, subjects
given false feedback thatothergroupmemberswere overusing the resource pool tended to increase their own harvests
across trials, whereas subjectsgiven false feedbackthat others were underusingthe pool tended to maintainmoderate
harvests across trials. Along similar lines, Dawes,
McTavish, and Shaklee (1977) find a positive correlation
between individuals' perceptionsof how many groupmembers would cooperate and their own degrees of cooperation.
Subjectswho predictedthata larger(smaller)numberof the
other group members would cooperate tended to cooperate
more (less) themselves. In addition,subjectswho communicated about the dilemma predicted more cooperation than
did subjects in groups that did not communicate.
Throughimplicit reciprocity,a decision to make a cooperative choice often rests on the trustthatothersalso will make
cooperativedecisions. Even if people are awareof the value
of cooperative decisions, they are unlikely to make them if
others fail to reciprocate(cf. Bingham 1996). In the commons, unilateralexercise of personalrestraintin the interest
of collective welfare appearsfutile unless one membertrusts
that others will behave similarly. In short, no one wants to
play the suckerby cooperatingwhile othersselfishly profitat
the group's expense (cf. Wienerand Doescher 1991).
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Researchon the relationshipbetween trust and cooperation in social dilemmasassumesthatpersonaltrustis a function of communication through interpersonalinteractions
that reveal or disclose the motives and intentionsof others
(e.g., Kelley and Stahelski 1970). However, the commons
situationmay requireindividualsto make decisions without
explicit knowledge of others. In such circumstances,choosing cooperatively requires "depersonalizedtrust," that is,
trustformed in the absence of priorinteractionwith interdependent others (Brewer 1981). Such depersonalized trust
thrives best in relatively homogeneous social groups or in
cultures whose members share common values, attitudes,
and goals.
Depersonalizedtrustalso can be enhancedby confidence
that those who fail to cooperate will be sanctioned in some
fashion. In such cases, we differentiatesanctions that are
agreed on and administeredby the group from sanctions
administeredby relatively external, regulatorybodies such
as governments. More specifically, when groups are
empowered to punish defectors, cooperativechoices significantly increase(Caldwell 1976). Furthermore,groupnorms
can serve a similar function by providing a set of expectations while implying that violations of these norms will be
punished.Thus, Bonacich (1976) finds that communication
among group members tends to focus on the normative
requirementof cooperative choices and on expressions of
how angry the group would be toward a defector. In these
conditions, even in the face of high monetaryincentives to
defect, the rate of cooperativerespondingexceeded 90%.
The effects just noted appearto be reinforcedwhen decisions are personallyidentifiable,that is, traceable.Individuals who must reveal their choice under the eye of public
scrutinyincreasetheir rate of cooperativebehavior(Jorgenson and Papciak 1981). This tendencyapparentlyholds for
corporationsas well. Some companies exposed as polluters
have found the adverse public relations too costly to bear
and have begun to refrainfrom commons-hostileactivities
(Thomas 1992; Upah and Wokutch 1985).
All this suggests a potentiallypositive role for communication among group members in fostering cooperation
towardresolving commons dilemmas.However, as Messick
and Brewer (1983) point out, the practical applications of
these findings are limited because, in real-worlddilemmas,
the direct communicationamong group members found in
experimental settings is not always possible. Most social
dilemmas,particularlythe commons dilemma,involve large
collectivities that extend far too widely to permitthe sort of
contacts that facilitate cooperation in laboratory experiments. In such conditions, relatively large and often diffuse
groups may find little or no opportunityto communicateto
negotiate solutions. However, Nill and Shultz (1997) contend that the issue is not so much opportunityas will; even
among large, disparate,and culturallydiverse groups with
seemingly adversarialinterests,when all stakeholdersenter
a dialogue to resolve the likes of commons dilemmas,multiwin and more commons-friendly marketing activities are
more probable.
That said, verificationof agreementsand ensuing marketing activities that emanatefrom communicativeinteractions
among all stakeholdersbecome integralto the process. It is
not enough simply that all agree to cooperate and preserve.
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Instead, a step-series of agreed-on, incremental,and measurableresults at specific periods, while the process is moving toward the final, ideal outcome, must be verified. This
multistep verification schema has proven to be particularly
importantto amelioratesome of the most intractablecrises
and conflicts of the past 50 years (cf. Deutsch 1973, 1985;
Osgood 1962, 1966; Pruittand Rubin 1986). We believe it
is also importantto any large-scale commons-friendlymarketing activity, especially when stakeholdersoccupy adversarial positions.
Contraryto some scholarswho believe thereis no technical solution to largest-scale commons dilemmas (e.g.,
Hardin1968; Postman 1993; Wade 1974; Winner 1986), we
believe that technology will play a significant role-not
because of potential breakthroughsto replace air, water,
soil, or othercommonly sharedresources,butratherbecause
technological advances will facilitate dissemination of
information,enhancementof communication,education of
all stakeholders,and verification(cf. Christensen1999; Saemann 1992). Hardin(1968, p. 1245) notes that"onedoes not
know whether a man killing an elephant or setting fire to
grasslandis harmingothersuntil one knows the total system
in which his act appears."Thus, communicationwill enable
each of us to understand the systemic repercussions of
defecting behavior. And, as the advent of the information
superhighway has made clear, technology eventually will
enable communicationnetworksto reach us all. In essence,
as we move into the Age of Global Information,the disconnected and disparate world collectives that Messick and
Brewer (1983) argue would precludeeffective communication, thereby blocking dilemma resolution, will eventually
grow less disparate and more connected. Hardin (1998)
recently has shifted his position on the role of technology
and the extent to which it may abet commons preservation.
Similarly to us, Hardin now believes that technological
advancementsmay facilitate informationdisseminationand
groupcooperation,as well as the developmentof more commons-friendlyproductsand marketingprocesses.
Consider, for example, the potential role(s) of computer
networksand simulations,television networks,satellitephotos of the rain forest, and other telecommunicationtechnologies. Each informs and thereby empowers consumerinterest groups that, in turn, can use communication
networks to advocate commons-friendlyagendas, monitor
program compliance, publicize conspicuous abuses, pressure regulators,and motivatemarketers.Consumerempowerment and its attendantperceptionsof consumereffectiveness are vital to progress in addressing commons-related
environmentissues (cf. Kinnear,Taylor,and Ahmed 1974).
Much of the previously cited psychology literatureclearly
indicates that focused efforts and increased self-efficacy
enhance commons-friendly activities (Kaufman and Kerr
1993), and recent field studies concur (Bromley 1992).
Studies on consumers per se indicate similar conclusions
(Ellen, Wiener, and Cobb-Walgren1991).
Although Hardin (1968, p. 1244) states that progress is
impossible until we "explicitly exorcise the spirit of Adam
Smith,"we may have enteredan era in which Smith's invisible hand will play a role in the form of communication
technology guided by marketing acumen. Therefore, the
commons preservationmessage slowly is permeating the

marketplace. Despite Hardin's (1968, p. 1245) argument
that "the moralityof an act cannot be determinedby a photograph,"photographs-and their evolutionary analogs in
the form of digital reproductions,computer images, video
screens, and so forth-become an importantlink in the communications network when their interpretation,contextualization, and disseminationfacilitatechange.
Consequently, marketing communications that inform
consumers about the value of commons conservation and
the pitfalls of commons degradationseem a potential catalyst for prosocial consumptionand movement toward resolution of the commons dilemma (cf. Lord 1994). Such
strategic applications of marketing communication have
been referredto as "attackingthe barriersto cooperation"
(Wiener and Doescher 1991). Communicatingthe value of
commons-friendly(cooperative)consumptionand the costs
of commons-unfriendly (defecting) consumption is also
more likely to inspire design and productionof commonsfriendly products and render them less price sensitive.
Again, this assertionis a reasonableextension of previously
cited experimentalfindings (e.g., Bonacich 1976).
As a final example, we returnto the case of cooperation
among various stakeholderswith common interests in redwood forests (Christensen 1999). This cooperative agreement, the habitatconservationplan, embodies much of our
synthesis and may prove an instructivemodel for a type of
new thinking that we encouraged in our introductory
remarks. Briefly, multiple stakeholders, some with adversarial perspectives and contentious positions, enter a constructive dialogue. This communicativeprocess leads to an
alliance of sorts and a negotiated agreement with specific
and measurable outcomes over time. The need for a systemic plan for action and commons managementeffectively
is communicated and recognized by consumers, activists,
regulators, marketers, and other stakeholders in ways
designed to influence usage and consumptiondecisions that,
at this juncture, would appear to be commons friendly, at
least with regard to this particular commons of focus
(10,000 acres of redwood forest).
In Figure 1, we delineate the essence of the extant agreement: (1) presence of redwood commons, (2) stakeholders
in that commons, and (3) a negotiatedagreementon how to
manage it. We also suggest more expansive elements for
integrativecommons management.Our expansion includes
a monitoringor verificationprogramto alert stakeholdersto
the unfolding processes that result from the agreement.
More specifically, the engaged stakeholders, as well as
external policy analysts, will and should monitor the prescribed activities to determinewhetherthose activities abet
redwood commons preservation,consistent with the incremental measuresand agreedon time lines, to the satisfaction
of the vested parties to the negotiated conservation plan.
Moreover, the model requires a broader, integrative systemic approachthat will determinethe extent to which the
agreement affects other commons beyond the specific
acreage directly included, such as air, watersheds, soil, or
fisheries that may be affected by harvesting, downstream
production,distribution,and productusage or consumption.
Finally, note thatin the stakeholdernegotiationand compliance model for commons management, the participating
parties must literally look "outside the box" (i.e., the cen-
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Discussionand Directionsfor Further
Research
Irrespective of the transnational cooperative efforts to
address commons-related issues (e.g., the 1992 United
Nations Conference on Environmentand Development and
the ongoing "Rio Process" [Jordanand Voisey 1998]), protractedenvironmentaldegradationresultingfrom commons
dilemmas indicates that fresh thinking truly is warranted.
With the increasingglobal influence of the marketingconcept, responsible and responsive activity by marketersand
effective application of marketingtools may provide one
avenue of assistancein the searchfor resolutionsto difficulties stemmingfrom the tragedyof the commons.Towardthat
end, we have proposedthe synthesisof commonsresolutions
and implicationsfor marketingengagement(Table 1) and the
stakeholdernegotiationand compliancemodel for commons
management(Figure 1). We hope thatboth the synthesisand
the model will inspirefurtherresearch.In that spirit,we propose the following topics for empiricalinvestigation:
1. Consumers'commons-related
choice processesand factors
thatinfluencethoseprocesses,includingfactorsthatenhance
consumermotivationsto engagein greenconsumptionand
costsas higherproduct
willingnessto enduresuchshort-term
purchasevenues;
pricesor inconvenient

2. The source,nature,andpersuasiveness
of attemptsat social
influenceleadingin thedirectionof altruisticvalues;
mix(e.g.,advertising,
3 Themarketing
communications
promotions,selling,publicrelations,sponsorship,
labeling)approattitudes
priatefor encouragingchangesin commons-related
selfishexploitation);
and
andbehavior(e.g., purchases,
4. Perhapsmost important,systemicfactorsand integrative
forcesrelevantto administering
theinteractive
effectsof marketing activity, governingbodies, regulatoryguidelines,
enforcementprograms,consumption,and theirinterrelated
in
impactson the commonsand its multiplestakeholders,
short,a systemicapproachthat shouldbe integralto the
analysisand solutionfor someof the mostfractiousglobal
of multiple
macrochallenges
(e.g., integrativemanagement
commons).
More specifically, we believe that the following propositions are particularlycompelling, lend themselves to empirical testing, and thereforeshould be of interestto marketing
policy scholars:
P1:Communication
targetedat increasingthe likelihoodof
behaviortends especially to succeed
commons-friendly
whenthatcommunication
reachesall stakeholders,
includes
information
aboutothers,invokesa senseof trustin others,
andenunciatesmeasurable
stepstowardmutuallyagreed-on
outcomes.
the value of commons-friendly
behavior
P2:Communicating
andthe costs of commons-unfriendly
behaviorwill tendto
but also
inspirenot only commons-friendly
consumption,
the production
of commons-friendly
productsandservices
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andto rendersuchofferingsbothlesspricesensitiveandless
cost sensitive.
P3:Marketingactivitiesaimedat enhancingsocialresponsibility, altruism,andselflessnesswill furtherthe prudentmanagementof commonresources.
strategiesmutuallyagreed
P4:Systemiccommons-management
on by all stakeholders
of thatcommons(regulators,
activists,
consumers,producers,andso forth)will yield moreeffective commons-friendly
managementand more successful
environmental
protectionprograms.
thatmorefully includespePs:Mutuallyagreed-onstrategies
comcific, measurableoutcomesandaddressdownstream
mons,as well as the commonsof immediateinterest,will
and protectionprograms
yield moreoptimalmanagement
for a longerperiodof time,to thebenefitof a largernumber
of stakeholders.
By empirically investigating these and related propositions, researcherswith special interests in marketingcommunications,ethics and social responsibility,organizational
design and strategic alliances, consumer decision making,
managementby objectives, and so forthcan enjoy opportunities, not to mention challenges, to leverage theirexpertise.
In conclusion, responsibleand responsiveprosocialactivity by marketersand effective applicationof marketingtools
to public policy may provide an avenue of assistance in the
search for resolutions to difficulties stemming from environmentalsocial traps. Because marketerstypically pursue
activities that predict, transact, and assess commercial
exchange (cf. Bagozzi 1975), they may be positioned
uniquelyto amelioratethe tragedyof the commons, in so far
as commercial exchanges and the product usage or consumption resulting therefromultimately abet or assault the
commons. Furtherresearchas well as both vision and vigilance are needed to overcome the tragic consequences
potentially stemming from the inertia of short-sightedand
self-interestedmarketers.By working with consumers,regulators,interestgroups, and researchers-particularlyin the
areas of communications and consumer decision making,
productdevelopment, green advocacy, programdesign, and
systems management-marketers might contributeto solutions in an area in which, too often, they have been vilified
for encouraging social waste, wreakingecological destruction, and contributingto the tragedyof the commons.
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